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Abstract. An acoustic feature change detecting based method is proposed in the paper to estimate 
the target maneuver onset time. Form the statistical analysis of many acoustic features of different 
targets, the distribution of a certain estimated feature value in a single motion state is approximately 
normal. Base on the normal distribution, we defined the acoustic feature difference index to select 
the most sensitive feature to the change of target motion state.  Using the feature, we proposed an 
online method to estimate the target maneuver onset time by testing the significance of acoustic 
feature difference. Experiment results show that the proposed method is more rapid to estimate the 
maneuver onset time after the target maneuver occurs. 

Introduction 
Rapid and robust target maneuver onset time detection is crucial to obtain comparable target 

tracking accuracy [1-6]. Many algorithms and techniques have been developed to detect maneuvers. 
Most of the detectors attempt to identify a maneuver by predicting the expected target position and 
comparing it to the measured track. The difference between the predicted position and the measured 
named innovation. Ref. [6] presents six traditional and two novel maneuver detection algorithms. 
They are all innovation-based. These methods are quite slow.  In the radar area, it typically requires 
a few seconds to detect a maneuver. But in the sonar area the observer is normally far from the target 
and the bearing of target is changed very slowly, so it typically requires several minutes to detect a 
maneuver. It is not acceptable for many practical situations in sonar system. 

Feature-based maneuver detection techniques have been proposed in radar area using radar glint 
noise [7] and range-Doppler images [8]. In fact, radar target feature retains strong link with target 
motion mode. Compared with innovation-based techniques, the feature-based technique is fast 
response and more reliable. 

In this paper, we exploited the problem using the acoustic features of ship’s radiated noise. Since 
the features of ship’s radiated noise have direct link with target motion state, the detector is devised 
by detecting the acoustic feature differences. Form the ship’s radiated noise, we can extract many 
features. Most of the features are changed during maneuvers, but some of the features are more 
sensitive to target motion state. We defined the acoustic feature difference index (AFDI) to select the 
most sensitive feature, and use it to develop the detector by testing the significance of acoustic 
feature difference. Some experiments were carried out to illustrate the capability of the proposed 
detector. Experiment results show that the proposed method is more rapid to estimate the maneuver 
onset time after the target maneuver occurs. 

Distribution of the estimated feature value 

In the practical situation, we get the target’s radiated noise )(ts  in real time. The fix length 
window can be used to get signal segments with certain duration T, such as 0.5s. Using each signal 
segment, many features can be extracted by different methods. We use l

kf  representing the lth 
feature value of these extracted features estimated by the kth signal segment.  Assuming the target’s 
motion state is not change in the Kk ,,1= , the lth feature value set can be given by 
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According to the central limit theorem, the distribution of l

kf  is approximately normal.  Its 
mean and variance can be estimated by the feature value set lf : 
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We also can see the difference of feature value caused by the same speed change is not 
consistent.  The speed change can make the SWS change more than the NLS, so the SWS can 
distinguish the speed change better than NLS. We introduce the acoustic feature difference index 
(AFDI) to select the most sensitive feature, which defined by 
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If the difference of the mean of certain feature values at two speeds is larger, and the variance of 
each feature values is smaller in the same time, the AFDI will be larger for the feature.  That’s 
mean the feature can distinguish the speed change better than other features.  We can use the 
feature which has largest AFDI to develop the detector to improve the computational efficiency. 

Target maneuver onset time detection 
Denote the present time by k and assume that the target starts maneuvering at time K. That is, in 

the Kk ,,1= , the target motion state is not change. The feature value l
kf   ( Kk ,,1= ) is 

approximately normal ),(~ 2
lf

ll
k fNf σ .  After the time K, the target motion state may be changed.  

We defined the test feature value set use the S signal segments after K 
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where m is a given constant, representing the constant delay after K.  The reason using m is that 
some features are not change immediately after the change of target motion state occurs for 
underwater ships, such as acoustic feature caused by cavitations noise.  From the test feature set, we 
get its mean denoted by l

Tf . 

If the target is not maneuver in the period SmKmKk +++= ,, , l
Tf  will be close to the lf , 

otherwise the difference between them will be significant. We introduced the threshold ll  to test 

whether the difference is significant or not.  When l
Tf  falls in the region 
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difference is not significant.  Because the l
kf  is approximately normal, its mean is also 

approximately normal, then the threshold ll  can be given by 
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where α  is the confidence level of the test. 
when l

ll
T ff l≥− , the difference is significant and decision of the target motion state changed is 

made, the K is the estimated onset time. 

Some experimental results 
Some experiments were carried out in a lake to illustrate the capability of the detector proposed 

in the paper.  A small boat was used and its track is specified in the experiment.  A broadband 
underwater recording buoy was used to record the boat’s radiated noise.  The position of the buoy 
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and the boat was recorded by onboard GPS receiver.  Some analysis had done using the recorded 
data after the experiment. Compared with the true motion state according to the GPS, the estimated 
result can be checked. 

Firstly, a series of straight runs with two constant speeds was performed. Using the recorded 
data, four acoustic features are extracted, including NLS ( 1f ) , SWS ( 2f ), largest line spectrum in 
the low frequency band ( 3f ), and power in the frequency band 2000Hz－2250Hz ( 4f ). Table 1 
gives the AFDI of the four features. 

Table 1. the AFDI of the four features 

 
1v  2v  

),,( 21 vvfγ  
)( 1vf  )( 1

2 vfσ  )( 2vf  )( 2
2 vfσ  

1f  8.14 10.54 14.98 11.08 2.16 
2f  2.167 0.0028 1.398 0.052 10.79 
3f  235.82 2785.47 255.38 573.12 0.11 
4f  0.124 0.0169 0.361 0.00048 3.23 

 
Then several maneuver runs was performed. For a special run, Fig. 2 gives its 

spectrum-time-recording in the frequency band 0-5000Hz, and Fig.3 gives the speed in the 
function of time according to the GPS. From the Fig.3, we can see the boat have significant speed 
change at 65s, and its spectrum also changed at 75s from the Fig.2. 

  
FIG. 2. The spectrum-time-recording in the frequency band 0-5000Hz 

 
FIG. 3. the speed in the function of time according to the GPS 
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According to the table 1, SWS ( 2f ) has the largest AFDI, so we chose the SWS to detect the 
maneuver onset time. We use T＝1s, 300 =K , m＝0, S＝10, and 8.0=α  to develop the detector. 
Fig.4 gives the difference of feature value 22 ffT −  and threshold 2l  in the function of time. 

From Fig. 4 we can see the target maneuver onset time is at 75s. The actual time according to the 
ship’s GPS is at 70s. The proposed method is more rapid to estimate the maneuver onset time after 
the target maneuver occurs. 

 
FIG. 4 the difference of feature value 22 ffT −  (denoted by asterisk) and threshold 2l  (denoted by circle) in the 

function of time 

Conclusion 
Rapid and robust target maneuver onset time detection is crucial to obtain comparable target 

tracking accuracy. In this paper, we exploited the problem using the acoustic features of ship’s 
radiated noise. By testing the significance of acoustic feature difference, an online method is 
proposed to estimate the target maneuver onset time. Experiment results show that the proposed 
method is more rapid to estimate the maneuver onset time after the target maneuver occurs. 
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